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Letter from the Editors
This is just a short note to say that when we first started the Wellington Street
Review, we weren’t sure what to expect. This has been our most submitted to issue yet, and
we can't thank everyone enough for trusting us with their work. We've had to make some
very hard decisions regarding which pieces to include. While we can’t wait to open our
doors again and read some more of the fantastic work that is being sent to us, it wouldn’t
be right to begin this issue without thanking the people who have helped us get this far.
Those people are everyone who has ever sent us an email, submitted to us once,
twice or every issue. Everyone who has read our editions cover to cover; everyone who has
clicked on us once to read a piece written by a family member. To everyone who has read,
submitted, liked our tweets, this one’s for you.
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Contains references to suicide

Considering the Generations—
while at the Copier with a Poem by Anne Sexton | William Rudolph
On the day your daughter, Linda, published an Op Ed
about the suicide of Nicholas Hughes, I broke
the spine of an old magazine, lay your “Courage” face down
on the glass, closed the lid, and pressed the button
to create a second generation. Your words gained heft, and
within the accompanying photo, a black ribbon—
your watchband choking your thin wrist—fogged over:
more darkness blasted into you by light.
Days later, when the copier re-copies that copy—
in that third generation—another bulb dims within
the room where you sit: still before the fireplace mantle.
The under-cover pulse of light, that inks
you and the book LIFE has posed in your hands
to silhouettes, asphyxiates the word “Deepest”
from the book’s cover and, among cloudier shadows,
washes your daughters’ pajamas more white.
Weeks later, a wintry day finds me, again,
at the copier, turning the latest facsimile
of you and your words into a fourth
generation. Your eyes, more bedroomed, appear
at peace with how your “Courage” flails—each word
a dark angel, roughened serif arms and legs
waving and kicking disembodied impressions
into the page’s thin field of snow. Years
go by. The original source long gone, each time
we must defer to muted copies of copies: you
adjacent your insistence that you saw courage
in “a small coal that you kept swallowing.”
With time’s dark blankets piling up, the light escaping
the edges asks more and more quietly, Anne,
didn’t you ever look ahead, as you “put on
your carpet slippers” to “stride out?”
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Poem in response both to Anne Sexton’s ‘Courage’ and to this image of Anne Sexton sitting on floor in
front of fireplace, reading a book as her daughters, Joy, 3, & Linda, 5, sit next to her reading books at
home. (Photo by Ian Cook/The LIFE Images Collection via Getty Images)
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History | William Rudolph
Even in this century
when an ice storm approaches
and remote voices break in
to tell us It’s on its way
as though we needn’t bother to feel
that knowing chill
in our dog whistle bones
at one in the morning on a moonless
night alone in our shared rooms
no lights or computer or water
as sagging ash limbs sleeved with ice
drum-roll then
break with shotgun blasts
some leftover ancestral sense
cowers in the darkness and whispers streams
of thin breath through our woodwind frames
This too
is how it felt for me.
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Burning | Alison Armstrong
In that first hour,
with the cricket swell of the air
- a mass ventriloquy gives voice
to the coming night.
On the table, a glass of village wine,
the stem cold between my fingers.
Darkness throws up the first stars.
And peeled from outer layers come
the other sounds, the barking of dogs on the dust road
standing ground.
And further out
a shot from the shepherd’s antiquated gun,
ravenous into its own echo.
Protecting.
And later in bed, at some untimed hour,
it comes,
when all the sounds have died down
- a sudden breaking of this breathing quiet.
A cry, some wrenched out wail.
Chilling the silence as it fills back in.
Then again. And again. It comes.
Bites at the heart.
Half-way through the night it stopped.
Waking to the hollow expectation of morning.
Fraying at the edges
so even our shadows conspire
against us.
This calling in the night. The source of it was found.
This time, a dead dog on the waste ground outside.
The flies already on it.
We bring paraffin and set it alight.
Watch the muscles shrink and tighten.
The shocked pull of the carcass.
We watch in silence
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and see, through the flames, the bearing of its teeth.
We erase,
rebuild,
can only live by forgetting
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Painterly | Kevin Densley
Titian light
filled the backyard
near sunset, after the thunderstorm,
as if an ancient deity
had roused from aeonian sleep
then tinted the air.

Writer’s Commentary
This little poem is one I’ve labored over for many years. Perhaps it’s worthwhile to comment
specifically on two things. The “Titian light” mentioned in the poem’s opening line refers to the
brownish-orange colour named after the Renaissance painter Titian. The rarely seen word aeonian in
the fifth line means pertaining to an aeon, which is of course an exceptionally long period of time.
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The Shapeshifting Hawthorn Tree | Chris Wright
First published in Issue 06 of Parenthesis (May 2019)

The Hawthorn Tree stands sentinel at the edge of the field; its crooked shape inked
against a grey sky. It is the cusp of May and the bloom has frosted the branches as if its own
declaration of the end of winter is tinged with melancholy and regret. I kiss the cold skin of
the urn before giving her up to the earth.
To the world this is just a Hawthorn Tree but not to me.
It is a tree of many names. Sceach Gheal. The Peasant Tree. The Quick. The
Commoner of the Wood. It has held its watch for hundreds of years, most of them marking
nothing but itself. When my Grandfather’s ancestors made their way here from
neighbouring shores it was given a purpose. It was to mark the boundary of Campbell land.
Three centuries later its services were required once again, to the delight of my
Grandfather and dismay of my Grandmother, when it was used to mark the boundary of a
new State. Grandfather was happy that his land had become the last bastion, the remnant
of a receding Empire. Grandmother was distraught that it had to be that tree that wrenched
worlds in two.
Locals suggested the margin run a metre below the most southern protruding root
as no Irishman would put a boundary through the middle of a hawthorn tree, but the line
came down with the stroke of a pen.
That tree didn’t belong to any of them, she would say. It was neither British nor Irish.
She clung to the tales her own Grandmother told her; tales honed on cold and rocky land, in
hunger and in pain. The Hawthorn tree belonged to the true natives; the Sidhe. It guarded
the entrance to the Faerie realm and as such could never be touched for fear of incurring
their wrath. Even in the coldest of winters when fire could be the barrier between life and
death, none must be cut from the tree. Only windblown wood could be foraged and burned.
Every year on the eve of St Brigid’s Day we would cut strips of coloured cloth and
take them out to the tree and tie them to the branches for Brigid to bless as she roamed.
Grandfather would remain in his chair, unconcerned with Brigid, a topped off whiskey
beside him, glasses resting on his ruffled forehead, eyes on the news with gasps and tuts
and shakes of the head.
He often remained at a distance from such things, but I saw the want in his eye. It
was her thing and she had the rights to it but he yearned for the connection she felt yet it
remained unreachable. He had lost the ways of his forbearers and wouldn’t slight them by
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partaking in the ways of his new home. He had become a child of nowhere, unaccepted in
his native land as well as the home his ancestors chose.
He passed that insecurity on to my father who referred to ‘that auld tree in the back
field’, expressed as fact with empty words. When he’d had a drink he spoke differently,
offering a story with a misty eye and his mother’s half smile; the same look that warmed her
face as she wistfully decanted centuries old folklore to young ears in front of a peat stacked
fire.
It was all things to him; a fort, a father, a friend. Its arms were strong when they held
him yet they were weak the day they tried and failed to catch him, his head bumping on
brittle, winter branches, elbow fractured on frozen ground. A few days of recovery and he
was back on the tree, swinging and climbing and hanging the way a wee boy does,
screaming, Are ye watching me, Ma? Ma?
Grandfather had looked upon that tree with reverence. It was a soldier at his post, a
defender of his realm, the friend he lost in France. He was always safe in the sight of it,
comforted by the knowledge that it would protect him.
He had overestimated its ability the night they came, for the tree had never seen the
small, shiny lumps in their hands, nor cold eyes and thin lips, blazed through cotton.
A dozen snaps of metal and smoke and the peppery tang of sulphur in the air.
Grandfather slumped over root, red leeching into the ground, the tree nourished,
strengthened by his sacrifice.
After he died, my Grandmother told me, to allay my fears, that my Grandfather was
a part of the tree. He watched over us in a way the old tree never could. I would sit out
there for hours telling him about school and my parents and how my little brother was the
bane of my life.
Years passed and all changed. The tree became less and less like the fading
memories of my Grandfather and more like my Grandmother. I considered that maybe he
had been turning into the tree for years and that night was his time to be given up to the
earth. Soon it would be her turn as the cracks and ripples on the tree mirrored the wrinkles
on her face, the knots of the branches just like her knuckles, swollen with fluid and time.
Yet there was hope when the soft bloom lit up the branches like her bright soul
eased the years.
She held on to see me become the Mother before she became the tree.
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When I talked to my own Mother about scattering my Grandmother’s ashes at the
auld Hawthorn Tree she stared at me, brow furrowed and eyebrow raised. She knew
nothing of its many lives. To her it was just a tree.
Now I stand on its roots, looking out to see what they all see. Dusty remains skitter
at my feet in the warm, spring breeze.
I do not look at the tree for all I will see is me.
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Queen Jane | Kenneth Pobo
After your brothers pimp
you out to the king,
who gets what he wants
on anything,
you must comply,
promising to be bonny
and buxom at bed
and at board. You’d better
keep that promise. Heads
roll off of shoulders easily.
He won’t lose sleep
over your hacked neck.
Your predecessor
made the same promise
and the sword struck.
The next day you
get engaged.
You obey. If not,
you’re in the way,
easily replaced.
You do give birth
to a son, the perfect
incubator wife. Then
you die. He mourns
and starts looking
for #4. He gives you
a fabulous funeral.
That’s more than
Anne Boleyn got.
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I Talk with Henry VIII About Gay Rights | Kenneth Pobo
I dash into the Court. He sits
looking terribly royal and dyspeptic.
People call him Your Majesty
or Your Grace. Not much grace
in that face. The time is now—
he must demand that England
have gay marriage, gay adoption,
and basic legal protections. I barge
past over-dressed sychophants
and say, Here is your chance
to change the course of history
in a good way. You don’t need
to execute, just institute. He doesn’t
fully get what I’m driving at
but looks displeased. I know
that means I could be dragged
to the Tower. But I have fairy dust.
It’s way stronger than he or
his guards. He says he will
think about it. No, I say, I’m speaking
on behalf of millions. We can’t
wait centuries. He screams
for his guards to run me through.
I laugh, toss dust on them.
They freeze. They look like dummies
in a drab Men’s Department.
He says it’s witchcraft. I admit
I do have an inner Endora,
not a reference he’ll get.
My time is short. I must return
to my own time. I tell him
I’ll be back. We have more to discuss.
He says I make his leg throb.
I say that’s called conscience.
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Visions of the Interface | J. S. MacLean
I enter verges where some bleary bounds
(like dusk or dawn for instance), help inform
the fine interpretation things require
to claim a strange innate congruency.
Some concepts overlapped horizons show
are understanding, sorrow, love, and pain.
The universe, belief, awaking, mist,
return, experience, and loss are more.
It is these borderlands providing place
for words to guide the fit of foreign traits
and something emanates that holds a truth
from voices sympathizing common source.
Emergence drives and molds and speaks to us
with shared environment, design, and laws.
The life of verse will fill the cup until
it brims above the rim as trace of self.
A fishing boat returns on fogbound waves,
a forest creeps along a fringe of field,
the sound of lamplight slips below the door,
I reach from rimrock for the rungs of cloud.
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Contains reference to Naziism death and suicide

Mines | Steve May
1945. 2000 German POWs were forced to clear 2 million land mines from Danish
beaches. A little known footnote. Over half the Germans were killed and many more
maimed in this toxic operation. The logic was, they put them there, so it was their job to
clear them. The logic of war.
There were many atrocities on those beaches. They hated us, said the Danes, so we
hate them. Par for the course; the logic of war. It seems that many teenagers, with no
experience of bomb disposal, were drafted in to swell the numbers. Well, they were
Germans after all; that was what mattered.
What went around comes round. All’s fair in war and love and there's no love here;
that's par for the course. War logic.
But look at the hollow faces of these German teenagers; hear their infant cries, as
they call for far away mothers. These boys. Are they Nazis now? Were they ever? And see
the cold, unflinching gaze of the Danes; are they victims or aggressors, monsters or robots?
Getting their own back. Righteous retribution. War logic. Two sides: same caps, same
uniforms, the masks of war; only the colours changed, to set them apart.
Who dare stick their neck out to save a young life, when the slightest show of
humanity's a treasonable weakness? Let them starve; let them spew their guts out on the
sharp sand; let them weaken by the day. And if they blow their brains out, there's plenty
more.
So the Danes had the power and the Germans, without it, lay face down on landmined sand, fumbling with clunky detonators; held their lives in shaking hands. Waiting for
some sort of end.
.

Contextual Note
During the postwar mine clearances in 1945, ex-prisoners of war were made to decommission land
mines along the Atlantic Wall. Among them were teenagers who had been forcibly conscripted into
service at the end of war.
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You’re In Hardy Country, 1974 | Barney Ashton
Ladults loitered round the coconut shy at the annual country fair
That they measured the passing of the years of their rural lives by
And shamily, suddenly, a shaky hand picks up three balls
And is, allegedly, the poorest shot; no sense of direction at all!
And one ball cracks a scrumpy glass held by the first brassic ladette
Then the farmhand lackey, Paddy laddy to her left
Is the next to get one struck against t’brow of head
And, smacky smash, the third goes through the window of the pub itself
As the old man, sweetly smiling, shuffles on oblivious to the upset
The ladults laugh and, of course, get the blame instead…

Writer’s Commentary
Coming from Dorset myself, I can recall as a child a plethora of roadside advert signs that depicted
nostalgic scenes and the words ‘Welcome To Hardy Country’ and ‘You’re In Strong Country’. The
poem is based on recollections of country church fetes and the convivial nature of land workers at
recreation.
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Two Red-Tails Oppose | L. Ward Abel
Two red-tails oppose
high over the fields
the common weal
little mountains
big hills whirl around
a double-helix blur
making the serious
business of summer
sweat in every flex
every cry, like highways
they rise, clutch, loop
then break in two into
what seems like freefall
but they’ll never come
to rest down here
forever beneath, past
caring if I watch
them repel another time.
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Grotto | L. Ward Abel
The wheeling spray, the grotto
full of potted plants and planted ones
too, seraphim under fake rain
but rain is coming.
The world, the storm it spins away
while coming at you true enough
but I shut it off, by God,
at the garden’s edge.
A show, a face looks at colors
piercing background as red
and roseorange pinpoints
of sun.
The calling voices, the woods,
a soup of birds could overtake
harvest, clear our tables
if left to ruin
but Wednesday brings a squall line
and with it spiral force, a jolt
to all things, a flash
a planting.
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Habeas Corpus; palm reader; anyone who says they wipe without
using one of their hands is a liar | Michael Prihoda
i want
to see a judge
that you might
have my body.
you have angled my mind
through subterranean hours.
tricked my brain into
fearing space.
look at my
hands.
if, then,
you stay
rigid-faced
when that Arab dust
swirls
about the barbed-wire,
i’ll look Mr. X
in the eyes,
whisper “it
is finished.”
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the Coen Brothers’ film at the end of the tunnel | Michael Prihoda
blood splatter analysis complete.
you use a spent
shell
casing
as telescope.
the view absorbs
your light.
bovines
clog
the tracks
in the sequel
as withered trek
pierces a gully. a body
sways
a bullet strikes temple
before the trigger

gets
pulled.

the carpet grows a red koi pond.
a hand coaxes a camera into motion.
the shell casing
moves
in reverse. the body
sways.
reveals an illusion.

death

lacks magic.
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The last gift of Lennox | Kate Garrett
““…it would please God to give me the grace to make it
apparent to you how great is the fidelity
which is engraven within my heart, which will last eternally…”
st
– Esme Stewart, 1 Duke of Lennox, in a letter to James, 1581

It was not what I expected, crossing the channel to his court –
for this quivering boy to grip me with a hunter’s courage.
I promised to forget my titles, leave my land and children.
For him I changed the way I spoke with God. My prayers
once floated, chanted on incense smoke, now replaced
with purest psalms sung solid and strong as pinewood pews.
And when they took him from me, sent me back to a life no
longer my own, his was still the only worship I knew. In my
heart, beneath sinew and skin, I have held every moment
with my king: the winding of his arms around my shoulders
reversing time, secret laughter from his lips to mine, bounding
as a hound on the chase between us in his bedchamber. When
death arrives to take me, open the casket of my ribs, remove
this heart, with all its secrets and devotion, dry it with mint
and myrrh and wrap it in linen. Send it home to Edinburgh.
He has long days left to live; let my promise linger with him.

Writer’s Commentary
This is from a pamphlet-in-progress of mine, which is half historical poems and half modern fictional
ones. The historical side concerns the life, beliefs, and relationships of King James VI & I. He was
widely known for loving men as well as women, from his teens until the day he died (in my opinion
there doesn’t need to be a debate about his sexuality – being bisexual is valid). This is a poem from
the perspective of Esme Stewart, 1st Duke of Lennox, an older cousin and nobleman from France who
caught the young king’s eye almost immediately. Esme converted from Catholic to Presbyterian to
prove his devotion to James, but the king was imprisoned by Scottish nobles following the Ruthven
Raid in 1582, and Esme was returned to France. He died in 1583, still devoted to James. The epigram
is from a letter Esme sent to James professing his sincerity, and after his death, his embalmed heart
was sent home to the king.
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Beyond a Joke | Tim Dadswell
Will could not detect the slightest flicker of curiosity from the apothecary as he
handed over a paper bag containing a vial.
Outside the shop, he thought how easy it would be. Easy to find a quiet place,
remove the cap, down the contents in one gulp and wait for oblivion.
He raised his right hand and kissed the gold signet ring on his finger.
Walking on, he rejoined Jack under an oak tree on the village green.
“Did he have the right medicine, pa?” asked Jack.
“Yes son, I’ll be fine now.”
*
A month later, his shoulders sagging like a spent athlete, his eyes ringed by grey skin,
Will sat on a low wall. Fifty yards away, two peacocks kept their distance. Mist lingered in
the gaps between lines of elm trees.
Between sculpted shrubs and beds of spring flowers, Jack darted like a multicoloured dynamo, tumbling and pulling faces.
Thin, gaunt, in drab, tattered clothes, Will studied Jack’s movements against the
backdrop of a manor house’s verdant grounds, which stretched towards the horizon.
“Good, that’s funny,” said Will, “You have my gift, but with new tricks of your own.”
“I want to learn all your routines,” said Jack, with a broad smile and bright chestnut
eyes.
“I know. And it must be soon. His Lordship’s charity won’t last forever. I no longer
amuse, so you must keep us both. Now, come sit awhile.”
Jack sat beside him. “Pa, I can remember when you left. Ma warned I might never
see you again, yet the money you sent us told me you’d return one day.”
“It was hard on us all, but the chance was rare, not to be refused. Lord knows, I had
no other talent.”
“Tell me about life at court.” Jack’s voice was eager.
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“At first, it was just as you’d imagine - jewellery, fine clothes, lavish banquets. When
a prince leads a glorious, carefree life, his jester’s work is easy. I was a stray cat walking with
a lion. I spoke the truth and he would take heed. But I was foolish to forget that princes
become kings. Their enemies circle like buzzards. By his side, I faced the same darkness as
he. My own words began to drip poison. I couldn’t have foreseen that the dangers would
grow so great.”
“How did he die?”
“He grew weak and made many mistakes. Too high up the mountain he was, to see
through the murk. When he discovered his daughters were not as he wished, his rage freed
demons from their shackles.”
“Why did you leave?”
“A jester can also fall prey to demons, mark my words. I knew then I had to leave the
royal household.”
“Kings may have you executed in a moment’s fancy.”
“True. Yet I wonder if I could’ve done more to prevent his death. Since he died, a
phantom hound has been my constant companion. This ring is all I have left to remember
our times together.” He kissed his gold ring.
Jack put his arm around his father’s shoulder. “Don’t say that, pa. The sadness will
end.”
“You sound like your dear mother. I miss her every day.”
“So do I. I’m glad we can give each other solace.” He hugged his father. “But I shan’t
call myself a jester until I make you laugh.”
Clouds of thistledown drifted across the gardens, as they rose and headed for the
kitchen. There were chores to do. Whatever cook commanded.
*
After dining on scraps and leftovers, Will and Jack perched on gravestones in the
nearby churchyard, eating apples. The air was warm and clear.
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Twenty feet away, two bare-chested men were standing in a freshly dug grave,
resting from their day’s labours.
A dishevelled vagrant shuffled up to the graveside. “Who’s to be buried ‘ere then?”
“You’d better beware it ain’t you!” snapped one of the men.
“I’m not so foolish. Tis bigger than most, is it for a lord?”
The men ignored him.
“Tis for the mayor, I’ll wager. I ‘eard he died last Sunday.” The vagrant became
agitated. “Why don’t you answer? You’re no better than me!”
“Be gone, you mangy cur!”
The vagrant untied his string belt and dropped his trousers, displaying his behind.
The men voiced their disgust. One of them threw a clump of earth at his bare white
skin.
“Bullseye!” cried Jack.
For the first time in months, Will laughed. So did Jack. They rocked back and forth.
*
That night, while Jack slept, Will took a stroll down to the river. He reclined on a
grass bank and basked in the moonlight.
He was proud of his son. The boy was making progress yet still had much to learn.
Only he had the power to teach him.
With a sigh, he sat up, took the vial from his pocket and removed the cap.
He poured the contents into the fast-flowing water.
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Words on the Eaves | River Fujimoto
I always want to say
something
about the tears that fill my mouth
the nights my mind has spent
lonely
on the roof
and I can feel the gritty tiles under
me, like scabs
I never talked to the moon or the
stars or the
sky,
the open air had no ears
so I spoke to the roof
we were both covering something,
it never spoke back
we both needed support,
the eaves of the roof and
the gutter pipes fringing them
let my words fall
,
gently
to the ground
morning comes and I pick
the words that were most
fun to watch fall
when night came,
the words would fall again
at some point I stopped talking to the roof,
I tied my words to the eaves
and left that house for good
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Evenings in early summer | Rosemary Appleton
and here we are by the water but not the scenic part, not near the tourists - we are lying
under the trees, so far from the path that we freeze if we hear footsteps or people’s kindvoiced dog calls - we freeze because we’re half undressed in an oak tree’s dark shadow - half
undressed because, although we have a marriage and a faith against us, we still seem to fall
into each other, almost angry - and our time is fierce, a rough striving in the half light and here, decades ago, go my grandparents, walking home after the evening meeting,
along this selfsame path, their Bibles under his arm - they are courting, stepping close
through the water meadows reddening in the evening sun - her cotton skirt brushing the
cow parsley’s white pepper flower heads - pausing at an oak, enjoying their proximity, they
look into the darkening water and sense its contentment, its slow, sure swell.

Writer’s Commentary
In Evenings in early summer I describe different generations spending time in the same geographical
place, where some physical, geographical things are constant, like the oak tree and the presence of
water, and some metaphysical, cultural things change, such as each generation’s performance of
intimacy. The waterside setting seems to reflect my concerns in the poem because the presence of
the water is constant, though the water itself is of course moving through the years. I was also
contrasting the calm certainty of a pre-war heterosexual, conventional relationship with the more
ambiguous, maybe illicit, contemporary pairing described in the first part of the poem. The form of
the prose-poem seems to lend itself to the snap-shot brevity of the two moments.
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Home | Rosemary Appleton
At night, the sounds of things settling:
pipes contract, fizz a little
bowed floorboards snap back, relax.
You're used to your daughter’s breath
beside your own
so you don't flinch at the sigh
which thrums in the air by your ear
at just that moment
when wakefulness tips into sleep
The garden heaves with broken china,
patterned fragments edging up
between the strawberry plants.
A wisp of fabric snags
against a beam, fades.
You maybe hear the click of the latch, a sound
as slight and familiar as the tick of your watch.
You maybe catch, as you turn, the flick
of a pale hem darting round the doorframe.
The time you had flu, you know you felt
a small, cool hand stroke your head.

Writer’s Commentary
In Home, I look at a slightly different intersection between the present and the past, an architectural
intersection, by thinking about a house’s different historical inhabitants and the way in which a
previous resident’s past life in a house can surface, through discovered objects or tinier traces, during
a new occupant’s life. I aimed to show this as a benign force, not to veer too much into ghostly or
supernatural territory, but just to show that the past can almost emerge, can be unexpectedly
pervasive.
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Contains reference to child death

The Almshouse | Merril D. Smith
always men
decide her fate—
once, her father, husband,
would ponder and ruminate
now full-bellied overseers
on charity deliberate
they calculate,
each charge enumerate-her feckless spouse has left her,
her baby dead—unfortunate-yes, now she
(in her worthless state)
is worthy—to appreciate
this place—an almshouse inmate,
though once she had dreams
she cannot communicate
the foolish fancies
she cannot celebrate
nor anticipate-all is too late.
Writer’s Commentary
While working on my dissertation that became my first book, Breaking the Bonds, I read through
volumes and volumes of “Daily Occurrences” entries for the Philadelphia almshouse looking for
entries about women who had been deserted and/or abused by their husbands. “The Almshouse” is
inspired by these entries, in particular one from 1793, in which the Guardians of the Poor recorded
that the woman’s husband had left her, and her one-month-old baby had died. I’m looking back on
work I’ve done in the past, looking with fresh eyes and trying to give voice to the voiceless women
who cry out to me.
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Common Wealth | Jasmine Respess
The Queen visited Jamaica in 1954.
The Queen’s visit was a diplomatic attempt at keeping the Common Wealth under English
rule.
She took over for King George. She was so young.
She was the same age as I am now.
I was eleven years old. I was very excited about seeing the Queen.
I cannot see my grandpa as a child. I have never seen those pictures.
There was a parade to the capital: Mandeville, Manchester.
So many cities with the same name.
We dressed in the colors of the British flag.
I wonder what it is like to truly split patriotism?
I had a big bag of candy to pass to the crowd.
I imagine my grandfather with ginger and coconut drops.
I watched, uniformed police and security officers go by.
I recall photos of him in the Prime Minister’s service years later.
The Queen rode by slowly, in a beautiful open back car.
I doubt any public figure would do that now.
She waved to the crowds and children. It was much pomp and display.
Yes, that is the point.
I felt like I belonged.
How?
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Tar Baby | Jasmine Respess
Burn myself down
liquid of wood, coal, and alcohol.
I pour out my form
to fuel you.
Grow myself from peat
half-dead plants and acidic soil.
I cut my body
to feed you.
Steam roll myself
across your land.
Scorched by high sun
to move you.
You can hit me,
I don’t mind.
But we are stuck in thorns and thicket,
I and you.
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Playground | Samuel Swauger
I haven’t forgotten what we were like then,
when I couldn’t see over the kitchen table
and sunbathed slides left burns on my legs.
We never thought about the discomfort, it happened
and off we ran with our make-believe soldiers.
It was instinct to take your hands and
rub chalk on the asphalt together,
laying on the rocky forgeries
of a Dr. Seuss book and
squinting at the animals in the clouds.
Our school has long since been derelict.
The parking lot is lone and level now,
eroded to graphite hues.
At some point I learned to hesitate
and grew taller than my mother.
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Just Talk | Charles Venable
The door closed in my face, and the paint peeling in the corners blurred through
tears. My ears rang: shouting always got to me, slamming doors too. The brass handle and
the wooden frame stopped vibrating, and the silence filled with cars rumbling past through
pools of dim street light. A moth floundered into my cheek, and darted away. I wiped away
the chalky scales, and my hand came away damp.
At the center of the door, the little glass peephole darkened: someone looking
through, and just as quickly, the pale light returned. The door did not open; it did not even
shake with the tell-tale pressure of a hand or shoulder touching wood.
Three concrete steps descended to the sidewalk, and I stood in the pool of the lamp
light. A car appeared; light gleamed off black paint before disappearing into the night. I
imagined them staring at me as they passed, wondering why the boy in a stained t-shirt and
pajama pants cried on the street at midnight.
I followed the car; the shimmer of tail lights faded into the night, and I walked
between the pools of light alone. Moths occasionally descended from their lamps to spiral
around me before abandoning me as a lost cause. The smell of oil and asphalt rose in hot
waves from the road. Even though night fell, the air was warm. Summer lingered in the city
where concrete and glass and tar held the heat.
My path carried me down the road, past the old townhomes lining the street into
the corners packed with pharmacies and bakeries and bars, but only the last was open, neon
signs shining, inviting in the night amid the unwelcoming light of the street lamps. The smell
of oil and gasoline waned among the stench of piss and vomit, and as I drew closer to the
bar, where a half dozen drunks leaned against the building sipping beer from bottles, the
sharp tang of alcohol joined the medley. In the shadow of the building, in the light of blue
and green neons, it didn’t feel so hot. The only bugs here were black flies buzzing around
puddles of vomit or spilled liquor.
One of the drunks saw me approach. He nudged his friend and pointed his bottle at
me.
“Hey, you lost, kid?” He asked.
“He’s sleepwalking,” The other slurred, “Look at his yammies… jammies.”
They laughed, and I pushed past them into the bar. A bell chimed above the door,
but the soft clink of metal was lost in the throb of bass and casual chatter. Above my head,
more signs buzzed, and a few flies chased me inside, only to snap in a shower of sparks
when they flew too close to a bug zapper hidden among the beer logos.
A few more drunks noticed me in my odd outfit, but they only pointed quietly: no
comments like the assholes outside. I shoved my way through the crowd to the bar. The
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smell of piss and vomit gave way to sweat and sugary drinks. Even though smoking wasn’t
allowed, cigarette and pot smoke curled in the air.
The bartender was a middle aged man who looked as young as me. His dark skin
gave away to wispy curls around his chin and lips, but the top of his head was bald, and the
lights reflected back at me. I could almost read the letters in the shine. Three skimpily
dressed girls gaggled away from the bar, and I filled their space. The tender shifted over to
me and squinted.
“Jake?” He asked, “The hell are you doing here so late? On a Tuesday?” His eyes
shifted down to my pajamas, “Dressed like you rolled out of bed.”
I sat down on the stool, “My dad kicked me out.”
He drew a bottle of my usual beer from beneath the bar, but before he popped the
cap, I held up a hand and pointed over his shoulder to the hard liquor bottles lining the wall.
Lights reflected in the brown liquid like they did in his head. He raised a brow.
“You sure, kid?”
I nodded.
He didn’t put the beer bottle back. Instead, he set it on the counter, within reach of
my hand, and turned to pour me a shot glass full of silvery tequila. His hand rested on the
coke nozzle questioningly.
“Just the tequila.”
He shrugged and pushed the shot glass in front of me. The smell of liquor turned my
stomach, but I downed the shot in one drink. It burned my throat, my lips, my tongue, and I
coughed twice while he pulled the glass away; I motioned for another. This time, when his
hand paused over the soda, I nodded. He added a bit of Sprite. It bubbled up, the sound of
sizzling water loud enough to hear over the din of the bar.
I didn’t drink it, “Thanks, Frank.”
He nodded once, “What happened with your dad?”
“He was on my computer… found my, uh, history…”
Frank raised a brow, “Hell of a way to come out to your dad. What’d he say?”
“Shouted a lot. Kicked me out.”
As the memory of the night returned, I grabbed the glass and downed it. The bite of
the tequila hid behind the tang of lemon-lime, but the burn remained. I didn’t cough this
time. My fingers and toes tingled, numb. The bottle of light beer bled condensation; I wasn’t
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used to hard liquor. I pointed to it. Frank sighed and popped the cap. When he handed it off,
I traded it for the shot glass.
“Another?” He asked, “Slow down, kid.”
“Another,” I said, “Open a tab.”
“Did you try talking to him?” Frank asked.
He filled another shot glass with tequila and sprite, but he didn’t push it towards me
while I sipped the beer. It tasted like wheat, like someone shoved a loaf of bread inside the
bottle and let it ferment for a few weeks before filling it with water.
I frowned. The bottle was already empty. I set it down, stomach heavy with booze
and beer, and I downed the next shot. Frank let out a breath.
“I tried,” I said. My tongue and lips tingled now too. It was nice. “He kept shouting.
He slammed my bedroom door, and when I came out, he said he didn’t want to see me. He
didn’t even know me.”
A dark finger stole the glass away before I asked for another. I stared at the empty
bartop. Drops of condensation settled there. I took a breath, but my nose felt numb; there
was no smell anymore. My head throbbed with each thrum of the bass and behind Frank’s
head, I saw the speaker pulsing. The bottles quivered, ripples running through the liquor.
“You should try to talk to him again,” Frank said, his voice as deep as the rumble in
my chest. My chest felt numb too.
“No,” I slurred. My tongue was heavy, “He told me to get out. He doesn’t want me.”
Frank’s lips flattened into a thin line, but he didn’t say anything. Across the bar, the
bell clinked as the door opened. I glanced over, half-expecting to see my father coming into
the bar, but through the shifting crowd, I only saw the two drunks from outside stumbling in
with empty beer bottles.
They carved the same path through the crowd I had moments before… was it
moments? I glanced down at the bar as Frank pushed another shot of bubbling tequila to
me. I didn’t remember asking for it, nor did I remember how long I’d been here drinking. I
couldn’t smell anything anymore, and the murmur of the crowd faded into the throbbing
bass. The numbness spread to my belly, even the biting nausea of liquor on an empty
stomach forgotten.
I sat alone at the counter with two empty stools on either side. Most gave me a wide
berth with my mustard-stained t-shirt and wrinkled sweatpants, but the two men, too drunk
to care, slid into the seats on either side of me. One placed his empty beer bottle on the
counter; there was a crack in the base.
“Hit us with another round,” The man slurred.
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Frank approached the bar again, his hand reaching for the bottle, but he paused, a
bushy brow raised. His eyes flashed with frustration and anger. I sipped my shot, pretended
not to listen.
“Cut you off an hour ago.”
“Was an hour ago,” The man said, “We’re sobered up now. Right?”
The other man cackled and bobbed his head an exaggerated nod. Frank glanced
between them incredulously.
A heavy hand settled on my shoulder. His chin speckled with spittle. I was glad I was
too drunk to smell his breath; the hot air touching my cheeks felt rank. His eyes were distant
and dull.
“No drunker than this fucker… hey, you jammies boy.”
“Yammies boy,” The other laughed.
“Didn’t answer us outside. Why you wearing jammies to the bar? You sleepwalking?”
“Sleepwalking,” The other laughed.
They kept talking over me: insults and jibes and jokes never quite directed at me, but
to each other, with me and caught in the middle. The numbness in my chest and stomach
turned hot, and I felt anger welling up in me. It was the anger my father felt; I wanted to
slam doors and shout. My cheeks flushed.
“Jammie boy’s blushing,” The man on my left said, “Think we embarrassed him.”
While they continued their jokes, my shoulders slumped, and I watched Frank bring
two more beers to them, despite his better judgement. They were light beers, like the ones I
drank, and as he popped the caps, a third joined them, shoved towards me. I scowled, but
when I sipped my shot glass, I discovered it was empty. He slid the beer over with a sigh,
and my hands curled around the glass, so tight the condensation and cold dug deeper than
my numbed nerves and chilled bones.
“Anything else?” Frank asked.
“Why is jammies boy special?”
“Family friend,” Frank said.
“Ew, who wants to be friends with a n—”
I swung my fist at him reflexively, all my anger boiling up. It was one thing to insult
me. It was one thing for my dad to shout at me and call me gay and fag, but for this stranger
to call Frank…
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But the bottle of beer was still in my hand. It didn’t break when it cracked against his
jaw, like in the movies; it stayed whole, a solid crack of glass on bone, and the man spun out
of the stool onto the floor. Gasps rose from the patrons as they scattered, and I stood over
him. He groaned on the floor; a nasty bruise bloomed on his cheek, but thankfully, no blood.
Something hit my back, and I tumbled forward, over the friend’s body. On my hands
and knees on the floor, the other kicked over and over. A searing pain in my ribs pierced the
numbness, and I collapsed, arms curling over my head like a child crying in the corner. He
kicked again. Around me, patrons pointed and shouted. Frank rounded the bar, rushing over
to me. I looked up at him, but when my arms left my head, the man’s foot took their place.
A vicious kick to the temple blurred my vision. My head throbbed in tandem with the bass,
and the neons turned black.
“Jake,” Frank’s voice sounded distant, “Jake, you okay…?”
When I woke, the throb of bass was replaced with the twang of acoustic guitars. A
soft blues melody sang from the speakers. It settled on the empty floor of the bar, now
devoid of drunks and dancers. Pools of spilled liquor pooled in low spots among the
floorboards. I groaned and lifted my head.
The neons were turned off, and the overhead lights, dim fluorescents, like street
lights, illuminated the bar in a dingy orange-yellow, the color of a bronze door knob that
hasn’t been cleaned in years.
I never realized how empty the bar was without people in it. There were only a few
sparse tables pushed against the wall with vast, open spaces for dancing and walking and
standing. The floorboards were worn thin in the high-traffic spots, and there was a strip of
bare concrete in front of the bar where the stools grated against the floor. There, Frank
wiped down the bartop. When he heard my groan, he turned. I was laid out in the bench of
a booth in the corner by the bathroom.
He flipped the rag over his shoulder and walked over, “How are you feeling?”
My head pounded, and I missed the rumble of the bass to accompany me; it made it
easier to pretend nothing was wrong. Among the soft notes of the blues, my head felt like it
was stumbling along, trying to catch up. My ribs hurt too, and every other breath was
chased by a sharp pain. My stomach flipped and turned: it was hard to tell where the
bruises ended and the hangover began.
“I’m okay,” I said.
“Let me drive you home, kid.”
“My dad…”
“I told you,” Frank set the rag on the table. It stank of liquor and lemon-cleaner. “You
need to talk to him proper. Sit him down. Talk to him.”
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“What if he shouts?” I asked.
“Let him. Let him shout til he’s hoarse. And when he can’t shout no more, you talk to
him. Make him hear you. You love your dad, don’t you? Don’t run away, Jake. You only got
one father.”
When I didn’t respond, he reached for the rag again, lips curling in a frown, but I
reached out and put my hand on his arm.
“I’ll take the ride,” I said.
He didn’t smile; Frank rarely smiled. He dropped the rag and pointed his thumb
towards the front door. I struggled to my feet, a sharp pain in my chest, a tangled knot in my
stomach. I resisted the urge to vomit on his floor: more for him to clean. One step forward,
then another, and I walked across the bar, leaning to-and-fro, until I reached the door. Frank
followed, keys rattling in his hand.
The corner around the bar was dim without the neon beer signs. The only light came
from the street lights, the fluorescents within, and the flicker of the lone ‘Closed’ sign: a
deep crimson against the yellow, like the sidewalk was on fire. I waited in the flames while
Frank got his car. When it pulled up to the curb, the engine rumbling, I pulled myself inside
and settled into the seat. The cab stank of cigarettes; I never knew Frank smoked.
We drove the block back to my dad’s place in silence. Frank’s eyes flicked between
the road and the mirrors, and sometimes, I felt he was checking on me, but I stared ahead,
doing my best to keep the sloshing in my stomach from ending up on his dash. Maybe he
knew; maybe he was ready to stop if I started puking up tequila and beer.
But it never came; it felt like nothing ever came up when I tried to get it out.
Suddenly, the car paused in front of the narrow townhome my dad and I shared. I stared out
the window: a moth fluttered past, bounced against the glass and disappeared into the
night.
“Well?” Frank asked.
“Any tips?” I asked.
A soft hiss followed by the smell of cigarette smoke. Frank rolled down his window
and let warm night air carry the ash away. He watched it spiral into the night sky before
turning to look at me.
“Don’t play games. Just speak your mind. He’ll appreciate that.”
My fingers curled around the door handle, and I nodded, “Thanks, Frank.”
“Let me know how it goes.”
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I stepped out of the car, the smell of cigarettes replaced with the stink of oil and
gasoline. Behind me, the window slid down. I glanced back and saw Frank leaning over the
console.
“And don’t forget to pay your tab, kid.”
My lips curled into a small smile, but before I said anything, he shifted the car into
gear and drove away. I watched his tail lights fade into the night, and when I was sure he
was gone, I turned to face my dad’s house.
Three concrete steps ascended onto the landing, and I was face-to-face with the old
door and its peeling paint again, for the second time tonight. I took a deep breath and
knocked, a low thrum, like the throbbing in my head or the bass at the bar or the rumble of
Frank’s car. A moment passed, and I thought my dad might be asleep. Then, at the center of
the door, the little glass peephole darkened: someone looking through, and just as quickly,
the pale light returned.
The sharp pain in my chest returned, and I swallowed back a mouthful of a bile.
When I turned around, the door creaked open, and a hoarse voice called out to me.
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The Great Experiment | Carl Boon
First there was an uncertain wind
bearing east then west,
sometimes battering us & sometimes
it felt like romance. A blanket to shield
the dying, a blanket given by a lover.
So we decided to plant trees
where there were none,
build caves, and converse
on notions of longitude, latitude,
parallels & God. We dreamed tigers
before we saw them & made living statues
of ourselves in the sun.
As the centuries passed we ate the corn
then told stories of our eating it;
we built bridges and wondered
of the ones who’d see them fall—
if they’d remember us who’d fallen for them.
One midsummer morning came a call
that we needed protection, sacrifice,
certain roots to make us delirious.
We had to be more than we were,
they said—longer arms, a restructuring
of the mountains. Our very flesh needed
new considerations.
I took my sister by the hand, we stopped
in a field of dying strawberries,
& surveyed the behind-us: little fires,
toddlers chanting with sticks at their hips,
the colors of the earth as yet unnamed.
I carried her forward with the thought
she needed reassurance, sunflowers,
days to repeat. Now she’s tall & I’m tottering
toward senility, the all of all the nothings
we’ve never been. They’ll put me gently
on boards of pine one day
& carry me away.
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The little train of the Somme | Brenda Donoghue
The big trains muscle into the station and quiver over you.
But you can travel where the larger locomotives dread.
Soft meadows and slippery tillage hold no terror for you.
You are agile, your route moved easily, dancing out of reach of attacking fire.
You dart out at dusk or dawn when the half-light shrouds your smoke from the enemy.
Narrow tracks carry your modest carriages filled with hay for the horses and bread for the
men.
You deliver love letters and stories of family.
You are gentle when you fetch wounded limbs and broken men and body baskets home.
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Cape Horn | Jack D. Harvey
Read the nebulous twilight
before you try to take wing
against the night,
black as a crack
or bright with the moon;
read the silvery leaves
of the willows
before you venture midstream
in a canoe silent as the grass.
All the loose beginnings,
the ventures undertaken, understood
turn on dangerous flights;
benevolence of angels
or devils,
freshening the poorest enterprise.
The die, once cast,
turns joyous, nervous,
in the air,
no longer a cube
in fateful repose
but a revolving shape,
ending its journey
and beginning anew.
Let go! Hold fast!
Under white cliffs
by a far-off sea
ships are drawn up,
the argosy assembled.
It’s time to leave now,
time to strike out
new ways,
leave
before bell rings,
or letters come,
before cock crows,
or the law is changed;
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cross the hall, the threshold,
shut the door behind you;
leave the old land.
There before you
grim and shining,
the sea’s unblinking eye,
the voyage south;
again and again
against the cold,
against the antipodes
that restless bitter water,
rising and falling,
that shouting restless voice,
warring against the night,
borne away on the wind.
Beyond Patagonia,
beyond the unsinging lines
of enormous deliberate seas,
a dream, your dream,
in the coming dark
bright as a bird;
again and again
rising
at world’s end
the loom of the cape;
again and again,
restless, monotonous,
the same fateful danger,
the same fateful repose.
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Peripatetics | Jack D. Harvey
We have here to speak
of stone benches,
hard and uncomfortable,
mostly antiquarian,
of peculiar significance
in the lives of those citizens
of the world, those old Greeks
and the others,
scholars and vagrants,
walking and sitting, sitting and walking,
thoughtful heads, sensitive souls,
sore behinds;
philosophers all, of one
sort or another,
but a hard bench
is a hard bench.
The way in which they
won comfort from the hard stone
was by fortitude or willpower
or plain indifference,
standing the pain on its head,
or, for the less limber of mind
or more resourceful,
by collecting rags in the streets
or boughs fallen
from trees along the concourse.
Symbolizing the common rights
of noble-minded men they sit.
Their tired feet become
precious necessary relics,
delicate and easily broken.
Their thoughts collapse
on their own lives,
troubled by too much
time spent on the road;
the bleak consequences of
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loneliness and deprivation
make them old
before they know it,
cold to the world
and even wisdom and
history have no comfort,
no good end.
Like the hero of the Odyssey
they return eventually,
but they return unrecognized
and leave again incognito.
Sitting alone, in the days,
in the nights, wayward
in their thoughts,
the history of Rome, eternal city,
compassed in blocks of
stone on the hills;
the tragic emperor's reign
no more than the life
of a precocious child.
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Oleo Again (Naturally) | Laura Yash
During the war, I longed for butter. Not the paltry scraps they slid over to you in
exchange for the wretched ration card, but mountains of it. Rivers. I wanted to bathe in
butter, in the same manner than Cleopatra washed herself in virginal milk. To clog my pores
with it. Become butter, as it were. I was so wearied by the hardships of battle, the
indignities and privations and constant demand for sacrifice (I won’t let anyone say we on
the Home Front didn’t suffer; one doesn’t need to sit in a tank to suffer). There was only
one way to remedy the situation: I needed to live deliciously again. I needed the ambrosia,
the manna of butter. But Amy - the girl I shared a bed with at the time, my lover if you
prefer – didn’t understand. She got what she could, blessèd thing – but it was never enough.
The problem, you see, is she would only use legitimate means.
“It’s not right,” she said, whenever I mentioned the black market. Her head could not
be turned from Mrs Simm’s dreary, righteous little shop, not with promises of chocolate or
new stockings or any one of my descriptions of the back alley’s bounties.
“I need it,” I told her, again and again. Writers, I explained, have delicate stomachs –
to go with their delicate nerves – and their appetites need to sated. Not just that, but
respected, as much as you would respect a diabetic’s insulin. Or a blind man’s cane.
She offered me her government-sanctioned share always, the dear, but it wasn’t
enough. My craving only grew more insistent.
“Rapunzel’s father,” I said to her (wanting to use a reference she, poor pet, could
understand) “risked it all for his wife. The woman wanted the witch’s greens and he got
them for her, knowing if he was caught it could mean instant death. Or worse –
transformation into a frog, or some other slithery thing.”
“He was caught,” Amy replied. “And they lost the little girl.”
Truth be told, I didn’t remember every detail of the story when I first cited it (what
with all my schooling, I had moved quite beyond those childhood tales, as you can imagine),
but I thought it was right to stand my ground.
“When he first stepped into the witch’s garden, he did not know what would
happen: only that his pregnant wife was hungry, and he was willing to do whatever he could
to help her.”
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“But the witch took their daughter,” Amy insisted, “and she wouldn’t have, neither,
if Rapunzel’s dad just bought his wife radishes from the shop, like any other bloody man
would do.”
“Amy, I am pregnant, in my own way, with my work, and I need – ”
“Any fool knows you shouldn’t be messing around with witches. He was asking for
trouble, and he got it.”
There was no point talking to her when she got into one of those moods. I’d try to
reach her again, I thought, when she was in a more sensible frame of mind. So I graciously
swept up my books and left her to grumble over fairy tales, all alone in that mouldy little
living room.
She tried to placate me with margarine.
“It’s almost as good,” she said. She had slathered the tricksy stuff all over a slice of
toast, ruining the bread underneath it.
Margarine. Mar-gar-ine. Marr my tongue with this forgery, I thought. Jar my taste
buds with this fake filth. In-decent pretender to butter’s throne.
I’m not an unreasonable man: though I had little hope, I tried her yellow Judas.
Attempted to show some Blitz Spirit and make do with muck. But I’m not some celestial
creature - I’m flesh and blood, and I can only bear so much.
“Get me butter,” I told her, one wan November afternoon. “Or get out.”
The troops were out in Egypt, doing something or other – it was hard to keep up.
What were they even fighting for, I wondered, when it had all gone to seed over here. When
the krauts were bombing Canterbury and the milk ration had been cut to two and a half
pints a week.
Amy didn’t even look at me. “I can’t do it, Bob,” she said. She was hunched over a
pan frying a half or a quarter of an onion. Frying it in oleo, no doubt. “If you want it so much,
you can get it.”
I wasn’t quite ready for that. “Should I grab your basket and put on your apron, too?
Would you have me knit my own hat and make jam for the boys at the front in Cairo or
wherever the bloody hell they are?”
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“My brother’s one of them, Bob.”
“Then by all means, send him some biscuits or some woolen underpants. Just bring
me butter.”
“I won’t go against the war effort.”
There was no going back after that: she wasn’t a woman any more. She had been
transformèd into a Ministry of Food poster.
So she went, in the end, to dig for victory or to make ammunition or to be a nurse overseas
or to tuck the children left behind by her gallant soldiers into bed each night. She was
replaced, of course, by a Sarah, and then Sarah by Ruth, and Ruth by Gerty. There’s always a
woman in my flat, some Jenny or another. So why linger on Amy?
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dear joan | Sophie J. K. Scott
my maid of orléans. you haven’t replied to my words
since may. i fear you don’t want to know what the angels
and i were discussing over breakfast. we have such
gallant tongues. you used to lend them an ear, too
but it’s a wonder you heard us with all that chainmail
breathing into your neck. i miss when you had a cherub’s
face, before your father tried to weave joan into some man’s
fable. was it their trickery that carved you into something
coarse? or was it the way you led that war. you raged
through those battlefields like the river loire. you were
so pretty as a pageboy. you always hated that, but my
divine eyes never wavered. nor did my voice. i gave you
michael. i gave you catherine. i gave you margaret. i gave
you all the deities and all their sweetest murmurs. i haven’t
stopped sending my word down to earth. i coaxed you all
through rouen. i was the englishman who gave you the
blinking cross you tucked in your dress. i still blink at you
now, though you’re thrice burnt through. though your ashes
tear up and down the seine. though you have no neck &
no ears & no tongue. though you have none of this, but
the memory of a stubborn mouth that crowed out i die
through you. i died through you. & the flames spat your feet.
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Amanuensis | Paul Bluestein
The footprints of crotchets and semiquavers
climb and descend. Quavers and minims
leap up and down the staircase
that is the lines and spaces of the staff.
Accidentals, scattered among Good Boys
who Deserve Fine Awards and
All Cows that Eat Grass,
wait in the expectant silence
before the music begins,
to trip us on the journey from
whole tone to whole tone
I can transcribe precisely the what
and how of the composer,
but cannot translate the who the passion and intensity..
With ornamentals and articulations,
I can capture what was in the head,
but not what was in the heart.
Set aside the distracting precision
that notes and rhythm demand.
Look beyond the prison bars of the staves
to find the composer’s true path,
not from brain to paper,
but from soul to fingers
and on into the world.
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Eagle at Beinn Mhòr | Matthew M. C. Smith
a skiff of snow, veils of mists
a surge of tides, swell and rise
around the broken steeple
of mighty Beinn Mhòr
we shudder towards land, gazing as watchers
the black-stacked cliffs, the rock-strewn acres
flocks of gulls above wide waters
a call, a pointing to white-tailed eagle
the shadow falls in glacier-white gloom
hunter from crags with angel-span
it cracks water, clinging prey
with ascent imperial
to colossal throne
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Daughter Lost | Scott Ragland
Scudding clouds dimmed the window light, rendering Mary’s notebook barely visible
in the darkness, but she adhered to her duty and continued transcribing her father’s verses.
“You must not fail me in heeding my Muse,” he said, “before my other faculties
abandon me as well.”
He sat in his usual chair, head bowed, sightless eyes lidded.
“Although uttered in language elevated beyond your comprehension, the words I
relay represent the pinnacle of poetic endeavor, I assure you,” he said, “and will forever
move men’s minds to contemplate God’s intentions for mankind.”
Mary dipped her pen into the inkwell.
“No doubt, father,” she said.
Her fingers cramped as she wrote his next dictation: Better to reign in Hell than serve
in Heaven.
And to serve in Hell?
She closed the notebook, silently as a Bible after prayer, and let her father’s words
fall into darkness.
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Manhattan, 1971 | Lynne Cattafi
After Robert Moses’s The Power Broker
Someday, let us sit on this bench and reflect on the gratitude of man.
Robert Moses

I am awake before the alarm clock,
remembering the day at the edge of the Hudson,
the lowest point on the map,
surveying before me the scarred and filthy railroad tracks,
grit, mud. Death Avenue, they called it. Wretched.
I imagined what no one else could,
saw past the wasteland to the blue river, the Palisades.
And I made it in my own image. Me, a Jew from New Haven
(they never let me forget), a university man.
Now, my reflection in the light of Lincoln Center.
My light in the spans, cantilevers, the trusses
of the Verrazano, the mighty Triborough.
My sweat in the dank tar of the Cross Bronx.
My sunlight over the sands of Fire Island.
Bella said, Public service is the noblest of causes, son,
so I gave them an escape from their gritty reality,
a way to trespass on another kind of life,
forget cramped tenements, filthy with vermin,
the only light a pinch of sky visible
in the inches between colliding buildings,
sooty bricks and mortar.
But the floor opened up under our feet, they said.
Your dreams ran ramshod through city blocks. Lives.
(You call these lives?)
What could we do in the face of your power?
What could we do? they asked.
You could be grateful, I say. Only God created more than I did.
Why weren’t they grateful?
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Damon and Pythias | Nick Soluri
for Mitchell Toolan

How the bad ones let us try, let us
see what we can handle ourselves
before they take ownership of our bodies.
They let us play the game, let us sweat,
and always seem to stack the rules against us.
In the dark hours I know I was close,
out there in the deep water, letting it fill
my lungs and cascade behind my skin
like a waterfall of broken-hearted tears.
It might be a sad truth that people will
not protect each other, but they can still
give each other enough hope to keep going.
So I swam as hard as my arms would
take me until I reached a shore, and
right now I’m running barefoot through
the thick of it, letting the sand cut my feet
until the blood cakes up between my toes.
It is not so much that they did not want
us to win, but that I can almost feel them
cheering in the distance, waiting to see
my battered mind and body arrive
holding my fist high in the air, and
hear the whole world roar.

Writer’s Commentary
“Damon and Pythias” at its core, is a poem about friendship. I wanted to take a spin on one
of my friend’s favorite Greek myths and relate it to how he helped me out during a
particularly dark period in my life. Without him, I don’t know what would’ve happened, and I
wanted to write something for him as a thank you.
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The Last Housewife | John Grey
She ironed in the parlor,
eyes on high alert
as her favorite soap operas
reached their latest flashpoint
while her hand methodically
moved back and forth
across her husband’s shirts,
trousers, underwear,
to the soft hiss of steam
that dissipated in the air.
She was more concerned
with whether the handsome doctor
would see through
the duplicitous nurse
than if a tablecloth was wrinkled,
a handkerchief scorched.
The various TV plots intrigued her.
And there were no plots
in her daily life.
People stayed together
just the way she ironed –
through habit.
She prepared his meals
to the sound of the radio:
the romantic trials and trysts of others
with melodies she could hum along to.
Young love caught her attention.
Old love followed recipes by rote.
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Who Will Tell My Story? | Ivanka Fear
Hers was a face lined with time.
88 years of drawing on life,
sketches of the past century
etchings of a history - her story
a story only she knew
in its entirety
pencilled by her own hand.
The lines blurred as I stared and I saw
my own mother's face
in her face.
(The mind misguides.)
Hers were eyes bright with life.
88 years of recorded time,
snapshots of defining moments
frames of a feature film presentation - her film
the one film only she ever saw from start to finish
of such epic proportions
directed by her own vision.
Her eyes teared up as I pictured her and I looked into
my own mother's eyes
in her eyes.
(The eyes beguile.)

Hers was a mind filled with life.
88 years of stories stored in time,
accounts of incredible adventures
tales of woe and amusements - her musings
musings only she remembered
as clearly as yesterday
filed away in her own head.
Her voice faded as I listened and I heard
my own mother's voice
in her voice.
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(The ears deceive.)
Hers was a body wrinkled by time.
88 years of carving out a life,
a series of short stories
volumes of somebody's life - her body
a body of tomes only she read
from cover to cover
written from her own heart.
Her body crumpled as I watched and I saw
my own mother's body
in her body.
(The heart lies to itself.)
I wanted to hug her.
Because I knew.
It's up to me to tell my mother's story now.
And then, who will tell it when I’m no longer able?
Who will tell mine?
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The Pact | Juliette van der Molen
deep in the dark
of the barn a lone
candle flicks and licks
ordinary spaces into
the spectral unseen.
we are hidden here,
all of us,
cloaked bedclothes
rustling to huddle for
warmth and maybe
protection, though
it’s not a thing
we need by daylight—
here in the blackness
privilege hides.
Betty1 cradles the egg,
the head of a newborn
in a palm untouched
still smoothed, innocent,
and she won’t say how
she knows,
won’t tell us
who told her—
there’s power in that.

Abigail slides the jar
so ordinarily clear
against the straw,
nestled in the dirt,
a vessel readied in offering
her lips pressed tight
knowing she must place it back
precisely, lest the blank space
on the cupboard shelf bleat
her secrets
to the godless god fearing.
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Ann brings metal,
filled with water,
sloshed through a wood
that slowed her
terror pressed steps for
this night, the most important
of all nights, the third leg,
and eye,
and ear,
for the necessary posture.
they won’t call it witchcraft,
this simple scrying,
a peek,
a wink,
into the future of hims and he.
no pins,
no chants,
no effigy,
just milky ribboned egg white
twirled into water—
readied with future for all to see.
held high in candle light
twists and twirls,
who is he?
this is what they need to know,
all that matters,
their future husbands-to-be.
breath held,
they will not disturb
Venus, as she spins
fortunes watery web.
a key?
a stalk of wheat?
a cross?
but no—
it is a coffin2,
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death bell,
drawn by the hand of Satan.
a muffled shriek and shake,
glass slipped to break,
this whiteness now gleaming black,
these three,
now joined by secret3—
Salem’s first witchcraft pact.

1

Elizabeth (Betty) Parris, Abigail Williams and Ann Putnam, Jr. were involved in a form of Oomancy
(divination by eggs) using a technique called the ‘venus-glass’. This involved dropping an egg white
into a glass of water and reading the shapes created to determine who their future husband might
be and what his occupation would be.
2

Prior to the beginning of the Salem Witch Trials, a coffin was seen during one session of the ‘venusglass’, which reportedly terrified the girls and led to them having fits akin to possession.
3

Betty, Abigail and Ann never admitted to the Oomancy and instead chose to blame their afflictions
on others once their physician determined that the only reasonable explanations for their fits was a
response to witchcraft.

Writer’s Commentary
The Pact is pivotal to the story in discussing possible motivations for first three afflicted girls in
Salem. It is rumoured that they may have engaged in their own form of fortune telling and
divination. When I started to think about the fact that these girls were young teenagers, it made me
think back to my own impressionable time at that age. Many a sleep over involved half baked
seances and ouija boards. We sought answers for a future that was uncertain and wanted more
power than we had as young girls. This theory, that these girls seeing a coffin during their scrying,
could have terrified them so much that it affected them physically and emotionally is one that I am
interested in exploring. Like so many children, they’ll do just about anything to save their own skins,
including lying about their ‘afflictions’ to the clergy and the doctor of Salem. These lies, whatever the
motivation kicked off a chain of events that led to the death and trauma of many innocent people. I
shudder to think what might have happened if Salem had access to social media channels during that
time. What is real? What is fake? What is the agenda behind someone creating lies and accusations?
These issues did not die with those in Salem and did not stop with the end of the trials, these are
issues that have extended into our future.
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Maeve* | Billy Fenton
They say you still stand upright
inside this mound of stones,
since before the time of Christ,
sea billowing behind you like a cape,
mantle of trees and mountains
stretching as far as your eye can see,
a weapon upright in your hand,
to fend off the unwelcome,
sure to come from the shadows
between earth and sky.
I sit down beside you,
scan the land I was born in,
know for fact what is
beyond the shadows.
You do not ask me.
I do not tell.
I try to imagine your world,
like so many who came before me,
who created a land out of legend,
merged space with longing,
let meaning and story rhyme.

*Mythical Irish queen.
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Everything has to Rest and Reset | Tim Suermondt
History cools its feet in the creek
and the world stands still, no moves
negative or positive can be made.
When History stands, shaking off
rivulets of water, the world commences,
back in business. “Time to stir things
up again,” History says, not worrying
what the result will be, “so many people”
it once sighed, watching a group of them
weeping, “if they only knew it’s just my job.”
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36 | Birdy Odell
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At Least That Moment | Andrew Shields
... die Aussicht auf eine gute Aussicht ...
(Christof Hamann and Alexander Honold,
Kilimandscharo: Die deutsche Geschichte eines afrikanischen Berges)
When Sisyphus was almost at the peak,
the clouds came down, surrounding him with fog.
He reached a flatter spot where he could rest,
although the damp still found its way beneath
the tattered rags the gods had given him.
He watched the dewdrops forming on the stone
but could not see around that bitter burden
to guess how soon the clouds might dissipate,
or if they might come down enough to leave
the summit in the sunlight and the sky,
a sight that always made him feel as if
he'd stolen something precious from the gods
before the stone began to roll back down
and left him, for at least that moment, free.
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Publication | Michael Penny
I have nowhere else
to leave these words.
I tried hanging them
from the cedar’s baroque branches
but couldn’t climb that high.
And I attempted to hide them
in the granite’s crystals
but light demanded more.
I brought them to the beach
but the waves washed away
even my intent.
The night’s rats investigated,
gnawed and nibbled,
but would not commit to feed.
Even the maggots
and their friends of decay
said my words weren’t ready.
For a moment I hoped
the wind would
cloud-lift them.
In the end,
I still had to open them
with no other place for them
once hidden in my heart
but now let go and here.
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Call for Submissions
The Wellington Street Review will open for submissions on the 1st October
2019 for our December issue, themed Epoch.
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